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Sunrnary

The evolutionar.y 'growth of the Space Station and the diverse-
",";-

activities onbo~rd ,are, e'.<pected to require ah1e,rarchy of integrated, local

area networks capable of supporting data, voice and video communications.

In addition, fault tolerant network operation is necessary to protect

communications' between critical systems attached to the net and to relieve

the valuable Wuman resources onboard Space Station of d~y-to-d~ data

system repair tasks. An experimental, local area network is being. ' "

developed which will serve as a testbed for investigating candidate

algorithms and:technologies for a fault tolerant, integrated network. , The

establishment ()f a set of rules or protocols Which govern communications on

the net is essential to obtain orderly and reliable operation. A hierarchy

of protocols for the experimental network is pt:esented and procedures for

data and control communications are described.
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Introduction

The National Aeronautics and Space Administration is devoting part of

,its research efforts toward the development of technologies that will

support the needs of an orbiting Space Station. One area of involvement

for Langley Research Center has to do with the development of data system

technologies which fit into the context of Space Station as currently

envisioned. The Space Station should be established in earth orbit in the

early 1990's and will initially consist of a minimum number of modu'les or

compartments. There would then be a buildup phase where compartments are

added and joined as per the functional activities onboard the station. In

the mature phase, the Space Station will have reached its maximum

structural size (but would allow for the replacement of modules) and wil 1

possess its maximum operational capability.

The evol utionary growth of the Space Station, along wi·th the

uncertainty of that growth has implications on the design of the data

system. Electronic systems also need to be added or taken aw~ to meet

changing requirements and to accommodate the continuing advances in

electronics technology. One potential solution involves establishing a

hierarchy of computer networks for Space Stat10n.l,2 Each module would

contain its own local area network 3,4 (LAN) which would be joined to

networks in other modules via gateways or nodes' to form a Space Station

~de network. The Space Station net would be able to communicate with

earth-based networks over a telecommunications channel producing a global

data communications and processing system.
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While there are a large variety of local area networks curre.ntly

available,3,4 they possess some notable weaknesses in terms of tneir

ability to address the diverse data communication requirements of the Space

Station. Commercially available LANls lack the performance characteristics

necessary to accommodate certain high data rate applications ( 100

megabits/sec.), e.g. the transfer of real-time, video data to and from

points in the Space Station. Full motion video displayed at various work

stations would augment a workers 'ability to perform proximity operations

onboard the Space Station. These operations might involve a remote

process, which is monitored by a video camera, and a person in the loop who

is workihg with a mechanical manipulator. In addition to the· performance. ,. . ;,

1imitat ions, most ex; st i ng networks ar:-e employed' for off; ce automat; on

tasks and provide little (if any) fault tolerance. The ability to detect

and recover from network faults is particularly essential when c,ritical

systems, such as on-orbit control, are attached to the net and dependent

upon it for reliable data communications. It is also desirable to employ

fault tolerant networks even though the attached systems are not critical

to mission safety. This would relieve the valuable human resources onboard

Space Station from time-critical, data systems maintenance chores.

The development of technologies for an integrated, fault tolerant

network capable of supporting data, voice and video communications is the

emphasis of a research program at Langley Research Center. An experimental

network is currently under development to investigate relevant design

issues. Of importance to the design of any network. is the establishment of
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a set of rules which govern communications that occur on the net. This

paper presents a description of the experimental network, describes a

hierarchy of protocols for that network and addresses protocol issues for

control and data communications on the net.

Experimental Network Description

One objective of the Langley data systems research and technology

program is to develop a local area network which will serve as a testbed

for various network experiments. Of part icul ar interest is the evaluation

of algorithms and techniques for high data rate communications and fault

tolerant operation. Results derived from the experiments will provide a

data base that will assist in defining future Space Station networks.

A critical design issue for the experimental network involved the

selection of an appropriate topology. While numerous topologies are

available5 (bus, ring, star), most provide only one or possibly two routes

between any message source and destination in the network. To obtalrl a

sufficient degree of fault tolerance, it is essential that the network

provide many alternate paths between attached systems. This allows

information to be routed around or away from faulty elements. The mesh'

tDpology (Figure 1) possesses this attribute which is the primary reason it

was selected for the network design.

The nodes within the experimental mesh network of Figure 1 will

execute distributed control algorithms to manage the flow of data and
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control information in the net. They must support the attached hosts by

establishing data paths through the network an~ by insuring accurate

delivery of data to the hosts. In addition, the nodes will monitor the

o~ration of neighboring nodes and of the connectin'g 1inks to detect

failures or errors in the operation of those ele!l1e~ts. Asa simple
. ,

example, assume for the network of Figure 2 th.at the normal path of
,

communication between nodes 3 and 6 has been broken~ The two nodes detect

this condition (neither receives a ,resppnse from the other) and information

1s automatically rerouted through node 2. "'The testbed network' will be used

to investigate various algorithms for fault detection and recovery. These

al gorithms must provide the nodes with the abil ity to detect and isolate

inoperative elements, babbling nodes or hosts and 'nodes or hosts which

continually place erroneous information on the network.

Real-time, video communications onboard the.Space Station will require'

a network whose data paths offer high throughput and minimum delay. This

requirement for video cannot' be obtained using packet switching concepts. 6

The delays associated with segmenting large·files irJto packets and then

reassembling them at the destination are excessive. One solution' is to

establish a dedicated, high-throughput circuit between communicating sites

on the net. This technique is known as circuit switching. The

experimental mesh network will be configured to support circuit switching

(Figure 3) and the network nodes will be responsible for establishing a

host to host circuit prior to the start of communications. That circuit

will remain intact until all data transfers between the two points

•

..
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are complete. Ultimately, it is necessary to employ fiber optic links in

the network to accommodate video data rates. In addition, research is

underway to investigate the use of integrated optical switching arrays in

the nodes. This would eliminate the delays associated with converting

between optical and electrical signals at each intermediate node.

As illustrated in Figure 3, circuit sWitching wfll support voice and

data communications in addition to the video. However, some forms of data

communications, such as interactive or bursty data, are better suited to

packet switching. Using a dedicated circuit for this type of

communication results in less efficient utilization of the channel. The

control information for this experimental network configuration will be

carried in short, control packets. Acontrol packet is issued by its

source node and is stored and forwarded at each interniediatenode unt il it

reaches the intended destination. Control information falls into one of

four general categories: Commands, inquiries, not ificat ions and

responses. Some examples include commands to configure links for circuit

establishment, inquiries as to the status of other nodes Dr hosts,

notifications of detected faults and responses to the above.
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Hierarchy of Protocols

All network communications must be governed by a set of protocols.

Adherence to these rules by communicating entities results in orderly data

exchanges and allows dissimilar systems to communicate over the network in

an understandable manner. In addition t protocols attempt to proVide.

rel iable data transfers over less than totally rel fable mediums. While the

network protocol discipline encompasses a wide range of design issues'

(e.g. physical connectors t routing t applications)t several fundamental

protocol functions are presented in Table I. The remaining sections of

this paper address these critical functions for data and control

communications on the experimental network'.

The hierarchy of protocols for the experimental mesh network are

presented in fi gure 4. The physical layer defines the physical t. '

electrical t and functional character'istics' of the network such as fiber

optic links and connectors and the particular data encoding scheme. Layers

1 and 2 govern the flow of control packets around the network. When a

packet arrives at a node t the destination address contained in the packet

is examined. If the address matches that of the holding node t the packet

isaccepted t decoded and acted upon by the node. If the address does not

match t the node refers to its local routing table and forwards the packet

to a neighboring node in the direction of the destination. The transfer of

packets between neighboring or adjacent nodes is controlled by the node-to

node protocol. The source to destination protocol layer defines the

end-to-end procedure for control packet communications. The overall

network control activity is transparent to the ,attac~ed host devices.
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After a node gains network access for its attached host., it issues

control packets to nodes along the path to the intended destination host,

ordering them to configure a physical circuit (figure 5). Once this

point-to-point circuit has been constructed, data communications between

hosts can begin as per the layer 3 protocol. This protocol controls both

the host-to-host data exchange and communications occurring over the

host/node interface. Host-to-host protocol procedures are, as much as

possible, the responsibility of the source and destination support nodes.

The highest level of protocol is the user or process oriented layer.

This defines, for example, how a user interacts with the various host

systems. This paper focuses on layers 1 through 3 of the protocol

hierarchy, since they involve the actual data and control communications on

the network. No attempt has been made at this time to present a

correspondence between these protocol layers and those of the 7 layer

International Standards Organization's (ISO) reference model. 7 However, as

experimental results are obtained and the network definition becomes more

complete, and effort will be made to relate the hierarchy of protocols for

the mesh net to the ISO model.
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Node to Node Protocol

The node-to-node procedure manages the transmission of control packets

between adjacent nodes. It provides a methodology for detecting packets

which were corrupted over the connecting link, retransmitting packets which

were in error, acknowledging error-free transmissions and detecting

duplicate packets. Fi gure 6 presentsfl ow di agrams for both the sending

and receiving node. After transmitting a packet, the sender waits to

receive an acknowledgment from the receiver. When the packet arrives at

the receiver, a cyclic redundancy check (CRC) algorithm is applied to the

packet to check for bit errors. If the transmission was error-free, an

acknowledgment is returned to the sender and the sender discards its copy

of the packet. If errors were detected, the receiver simply discards the

packet. The transmitting node will eventually time-out of the wait mode

and retransmit the packet. This positive acknowledgment scheme is similar

to that of Arpanet.8,9 It is important to note that the returned

acknowledgment fora good transmission can also be corrupted. In this

case, the sendi ng node whi ch is receivi ng the acknowl edgment wil1 di scard

it, time-out and retransmit what will be a duplicate copy of the original

packet. A good node-to-node protocol must include a mechanism for

detecting duplicate packets.

Amethod for duplicate detection is provided by the alternating bit

protocol. 10 For this scheme, both the send and receive channels connected

by a physical link maintain an odd/even (O/E) bit. The state of the

transmitter OlE bit and that of the receiver are initially the same. The
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transmitter will include its DIE bit in the packet it sends to th~

receiver. Assuming the packet was correctly transmitted, the receiver

examines the state of the senders OlE bit contained in the packet. If the

DIE bit of the transmitter matches that of the receiver, the packet is

accepted and the receiver complements its DIE bit. If the DIE bits do not

match, the packet is discarded as a duplicate. Regardless, the receiver's

DIE bit is returned to the transmitter as an acknowledgment. When the

transmitter receives the acknowledgment, it compares the state of its own

DIE bit to the state of the receiver's. If they do not match, the packet

was successfully transmitted and acknowledged and the transmitter then

complements its OlE bit to match that of the receiver. If the OlE bits

match, the acknowledgment is ignored as a duplicate.

As an example, assume that the OlE bit of the transmitter, [O/E]x' and

that of the receiver, [O/E]R' are both initially '0 1
• The transmitter

successfully sends a packet containing [O/E]X to the receiver. Since

both OlE bits match, the receiver accepts the packet, complements [O/E]R

to a 11' and returns [O/E]R as an acknowledgment. Now assume that th~s

packet containing .the acknowledgment is corrupted on the link. The

transmitter discards it and eventually retransmits a duplicate packet.

Upon receipt of this packet, the receiver detects a mismatch between [O/E]x

and [O/EJR and therefore ignores the duplicate packet. The receiver will

GAce again return [O/E]R as an acknowledgment.

This time the acknowledgment gets through to the transmjtter and it

recognizes that [O/E]x is a '0' and [O/E]R is equal to '·1'. Therefore,

the transmitter accepts the acknowledgment and sets [O/EJx equal to '1' in

preparation for the next transmission.
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To obtain greater link efficiency and ~tilization, mor~ than one

logical channel must be assigned to the physical link connecting two nodes

(Fi .gure 7). Thi sallows consecuti ve packets,.to be forwarded without

waiting to receive an acknowledgment for an earlier packet. In ~ddition,

acknowledgments can be IIpi ggybacked ll onto control packets headed in the

opposite direction of the packets being acknowledged. If Aone is

available, short, dedicated packets will be used to carry the

acknowledgements back to the transmitter.

It is desirable to establish an expression from' which' the del'ay

associated with forwarding a packet from node-to-node can be computed. Let
. ,

Tx' be the ti me between the arri va1 of a packet at on'e node to the arri va1

of that packet at the next adjacent node. Then, assuming no

retransmi ss ion:

where Tp =node processing time

TQ = packet wait time

TC =data clocking time

TO =channel propagation delay

(1)'

the node processing time is the time required to perform such functions as

error checking and route selection. TQ is the delay the packet

experiences waiting in the queue for an available output channel. TC is

the time required to clock the data out on the link and is defined as the
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length of the packet in bits divided by the transmission rate (bits/sec).

The end-to-end packet delay can be expressed as:

N

L TX(i)

i=l

where N is the number of intermediate nodes between the source and

destination nodes.

To transmit a control packet from one node to the next, a mechanism

must be estab1i shed that provi des synchroni zat ion, bit error detect i on and

data transparency. Bit oriented Hi gh-Level Data Link Control (HDLC)

addresses these functi ons. The frame structure for bit ori ented HDLC is

presented in Figure 8. The flag is a unique 8-bit sequence that delimits

the beginning and end of the packet. The start flag provides the

synchronization necessary to locate the packet header and the ending flag

defines the location of the frame check sequence. The frame check sequence

is either a 16 or 32 bit CRC code which is employed by the receiving node

to detect packets that were corrupted on the link by bit errors. Data

transparency is realized by applying a zero bit insertion/deletion

algorithm to bits between the two flags. This algorithm has the

transmitter insert a '0' after it encounters five consecutive ones in the

packet. Therefore, a flag will not occur in the packet header, control

data or frame check sequence. The receiver then removes any '0 1 it

receives after five consecutive III bits.
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Acritical issue fOr the node-to-node design involves the size of the

store and forward buffers in each node. The node storage must b~ of

sufficient capacity to assure every arriving packet of a temporary buffer

space. This is necessary to avoid flow control problems between nodes such

as the case where two adjacent nodes are unable to forward packets to each

other, due to lack of buffer space, and are forced to lose all incoming

packets (store and forward1ockup).8 Node buffers must be sized fOr peak

traffic situations with additional buffers left over to guarantee input and

output to every arriving packet.
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Source to Destination Node Protocol

The interaction between the source node and destination node for the

end-to-end transmission of control packets in the experimental mesh network

is defined by the source to destination protocol. The responsibilities of

this level of protocol are listed in Table II. As in the node-to-node

process, packets which were corrupted by bit errors must be detected at the

receiver or destination node and these packets must be retransmitted by the

source. A positive acknowledgment scheme will again be employed to notify

the source node of a successful transmission. In addition to the

corruption of packets, there is also the possibility that a packet could

get lost on its journey to the destination. This can occur when an

intermediate node goes down after receiving and acknowledging a packet but'

before forwarding it to the next node. A packet could also be "boxed in"

by existing host to host circuits and be unable to reach its destination.

Regardless of the cause, the source node would fail to receive an

acknowledgment for the lost packet. It would eventually time out and

retransmit a copy of the pack,et to the destination. As a means for

detecting duplicate packets, the end-to-end procedure requires that the

source node assi gn a sequence number to each packet prior to transmi ss ion.

This number uniquely identifies each packet so that if one arrives from a

prior point 1n the sequence it 1s recognized as a duplicate. For example,

when the destination node receives a packet, it compares the sequence

number (SN) to its expected sequence number (ESN) for the particular source

of the transmission. If the two are equal, the destination node accepts
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the packet. If SN < ESN, the packet is discarded as a duplicate~ Lt is

essential that each source-destination pair in the net maintain -.

synchronization between SN and ESN.

The source to destination protocol is 'illustrated by the flow diagrams

of Fi gure 9. The source node assi gns the appropri ate sequence number to a

packet prior to transmission. After the ~acket is sent, the transmitter
.. , . i;,

starts its ti mer and waits for an"acknqwled9m~nt. If the packet is
• . ""-: '.t. ."~ ", '

received error-free at the destination node, the node examines the ~equence

number of the packet. If the packet ;s accepted (SN = ESN), the expected

sequence number of the destination is incremented by one. The expected

sequence number is then returned as an acknowledgment to the source. This

will acknowl edge not only the 1ast packet transmitted but all packets sent

from the source to that destination of SN < ESN - 1. The return of ESN as

an acknowledgment provides 'periodic resynchronizat;on between SN and ESN

for the particular source-destination pair. If the packet carrying the

acknowledgment is corrupted on its w~ to the source~ the source will

discard it, time out and retransmit a 'duplicate pa~ket•. 'The duplicate will

have an SN < ESN and will therefore be ignored by the dest i nation. The

destination will once again send ESN back to the source'as an

acknowl edgment. A corrupted control packet wi 11 also be detected and

discarded at the destination, but no acknowledgment is returned. Corrupted

packets' are recovered via the time out, retransmission mechanism of the

source node.

The sequence with which control packets 'arri ve and are operated on by

the dest i nat i on node can be essential to the proper operat i on of the
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network. The protocol illustrated in Figure 9 maintains this sequence.!l

The sequence of packet arrival can be further assured by defining-a window

size of one for the network, i.e. only one packet can be outstanding

without acknowledgment between any source-destination pair. For example,

if node A sends a packet to node C, Amust refrain from sending another

packet to C until C acknowledges the previous one. As the window size is

increased, so is the likelihood of packets arriving out of sequence. This

is caused by packets taking di fferent routes to the same destination or

packets being discarded due to bit errors. The sequential protocol of

Figure 9 sped fi es that only packets which arrive in sequence (SN = ESN)

are accepted, all others are discarded. This is suitable fbr use with

narrow window specifications; but, as the window size expands, an

inordinate number of source retransmissions may be required (all packets of

SN > ESN are thrown away). Considering the hand shaking nature of control

packet communications on the experimental network (e.g. inquiry, response,

respond to response), a window size of one should not be restrictive for

the source/destination exchange.

The final task listed in Table II for the source to destination

protocol involves establishing provis,ions for flow control at the

destination node. If a node in the network continues to receive control

packets faster than it can decode and act upon them, its internal buffers

~ll eventually fill. The node is then unable to accept additional

packets. One course of action fbr the destination node is to simply

discard a packet if no buffer is available and rely on the time out,

retransmission mechanism of the protocol to recover the packet. This is
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a tolerable sol ution if there is a high probabil ity that the pack~t

generated by the second transmission will find a free buffer at tts

destination. As an alternate method. the destination could place the

originator of the di scarded packet on a reservation list and send to the

source an "allocate" message when a buffer becomes availab1e. 8 The source

would retransmit the packet immediately after receiving the allocation.

While this approach introduces additional complexity. it potentially

reduces the packet recovery time since the source node can retransmit prior

to timing out.

Since the packet traffic on the experimental mesh network is limited

to control functions (at least in the initial design). node congestion is

1ikely to be infrequent and short lived. In addition. the control

information will be composed of brief. single packet messages to. as much

as possible. avoid taxing the storage capacity of the nodal buffers.

A possible format for the control packets is presented in Figure 10.

The packet is composed of a header. the text or network control information

and an end-to-end CRC code. The frame check sequence described in the node

to node procedure only tests for errors that occur on the connecting link.

Therefore. it is necessary to apply a second CRC code to the packet at its

destination to detect errors infl icted during the end-to-end journey. Thi's

test takes into account the corruption of packets by the nodes themse1 ves.

the header contains several packet control fields. The first field holds

the odd/even bit of the transmitter as defined by the alternating bit

protocol. This is followed by the number of the logical output channel and

the node-to-node acknowledgment bits (one per channel). The "receive
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ready" (RR) is a one bit field that identifies the packet to be a_ dedicated

acknowledgment for a source to destination transmission. The RR packet is

used to carry the expected sequence number back to a source when no control

packet is available for that task at the destination node. No text is

included in the RR packet. The next two fields specified by the format are

the sequence number (SN) of the packet and the expected sequence number

(ESN) of the transmitting node. They are followed by an internal timer

which keeps track of how long the packet has been traveling in the

network. Thi s a1 i ows a node to detect and ki 11 old packets which have been

wandering excessively around the net without reaching their destination.

The intention is to avoid the possible confusion created by a late arriving .

packet which was originally assumed to be lost. The trace field is used by

the intermediate nodes to determine which nodes have received the packet.

The packet will not be returned to any node it has already visited. This

prevents looping or ping-ponging of packets between nodes. The last two

fields of the packet are reserved for the addresses of the destination node

and the source node respectively.
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Host to Host Protocol

The host to host protocol for the experimental mesh network

establishes procedures which govern the communication between hosts over a

dedicated circuit (figure 5). This protocol layer insures error free

delivery of data to the destination host. supports large file transfers

(data and video) as well as interactive data and voice communications and

provides flow control. The hosts rely on their supporting nodes· to attend

to' these procedures so that the process is. as much as possible, trans

parent to the host systems. The protocol also addresses the exchange of

data over the host-support node inferface.

A versatile menu of procedures for point-to-pointcomrnunications are

offered by the International Organization for Standardization High Level

Data Link Control (HOLC) protocol. 11 ,These procedures can be tailored to

meet the requirements for host communications on the experimental network.

HOLC addresses both unbalanced configurations, where stations act in a

master-slave relationship. and balanced configurations, where stations have

equal status. The balanced configuration will be assumed for all host to

host exchanges on the network.

The format for an HOLC frame is presented in figure 11. The flags,

frame check sequence (FCS) and data transparency algorithm are identical to

that described for bit oriented HOLC (figure 8). The data to be trans

mitted from host to host is contained in the information field. The frame

level control field consists of two 8-bit bytes (non-extended mode) one of

which is an address and the other conveys control information between host
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support nodes. The address can be that of the destination or originator of

the frame depending on whether the frame is a command or response,

respectively. This addressing scheme allows the destination to distinguish

between commands and responses since some frames can be either. There are

three possible classes of HOLC frames and the control field specifies to

which class the frame belongs. The information frame carries the data

across the circuit to the destination. Supervisory frames control the data

flow and support error recovery. Unnumbered frames are used primarily for

initialization and termination of a communications link as well as for

status reporting.

The control field for each HOLC frame class is presented in figure

12. If the first bit of the field is an 10 1 the frame belongs to the

information class. If it is a III the frame is either supervisory or

unnumbered depending upon the state of the second bit •. The three bit N(S)

code specifies the sequence number of the information frame (0 through 7)

and N(R) is the expected sequence number for data flow in the opposite

direction. As in the source to destination node procedure, the expected

sequence number is used by HOLC to acknowledge error-free frames. The

poll/final bit (P/F) controls master-slave communications between secondary

and primary stations in the unbalanced configuration. This bit is also

employed in one of the HOLC error recovery schemes. The S field
..

contained in the supervisory frame identifies one of the 4 types of

supervi sory frames. The 5-bi t M fi e1d ciefi nes one of 32 types of

unnumbered frames; however, about 20 frames have actually been defined.
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A list of HOLC frames and their mnemonics is presented in Ta~le III.

The "receive ready" (RR) acknowledges previously received I frames and

indicates that the particular destination is able to receive additional

frames. The "receive not ready" (RNR) acknowledges I frames but signals

the sender that additional frames cannot be received at that specific

time. This supervisory frame is used in HOLC for flow control. "Reject"

(REJ) and "selective reject" (SREJ) both report errors in received I frames

and request retransmissions from the source. HOLC error recovery

mechanisms will be described later in this paper. There are several "set

mode" conmands in the unnumbered class which initialize stations for normal

operation (primary-secondary stations), for asynchronous operation and fOr

balanced configurations. The "set initialization mode" (SIM) conmand

initializes station specified procedures and its details are defined by the

application. The "disconnect" (DISC) conmand is employed to terminate

conmunicatons over the link. For a more detailed description of these and

other HOLC frames, the author suggests references 11, 12 and 13.

An example of a possible host to host data transfer on the

experimental network using the HOLC protocol is illustrated in figure 13.

After a dedicated circuit has been established between two host support

nodes, Sl and S2, Sl issues a SIM command. This initialization command

sets sequence numbers and expected sequence numbers [N(S) and N(R),

r~spective1y] at both locations to zero and might also involve reserving

stprage at the destination host or matching speeds of the transmitter and

receiver. The destination support node must r,eturn an "unnumbered

acknowledgement" (UA) for the SIM cOlll1land to cover the possibility of the

..
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command being corrupted on the link and discarded by S2. If S1 fails to

receive an UA response before timing out, it retransmits the SIM Gommand.

After initialization is complete, the source support node, in the example,

transmits the data from its host to S2 enclosed in seven information frames

(I frames). It so happens that the HDLC protocol employs a window size of

seven which means that the source will cease transmitting after 7 frames

and will wait until it receives an acknowledgment before sending additional

I frames. ASsuming that all I frames arrive at S2 error-free, the

destination support node passes the data to its host and returns to 51 a

Il receive ready" (RR) frame with N(R) equal to 7. This will acknowledge a'l1

transmitted information frames, 10 through 16. Since its host has no

additional data to send, the source support node issues a "disconnect ll

(DISC) command to S2. The communication is terminated when S2 acknowledges

the DISC command. At this time, the network nodes can disconnect the host

to host ci rcui t •

Fi gure 14 illustrates the use of the "recei ve not readyll frame for

HDLC flow control. Support node Sl transmits 6 I frames from its attached

host to support node S2. S2 accepts 10 through 13 but is unable to accept

14 and IS. This might be due to the fact that S2 is receiving frames

faster than it can transfer error-free frames to is host. Support node S2

sends a Il rece ive not ready" to 51 which acknowledges the I frames 52 was

a~le to accept (up to 13). After waiting for a specified period of time,

Sl resends 14. This periodic retransmission is necessary to account for

the situation where a Il receive readyll (RR) may have been sent by the

destination but was corrupted on the link. Since 52 is still unable to
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accept additional I frames, it responds to 14 with anot~~r RNR fr~me. Wh~n

the congestion has cleared at the destination, support node 52 sends a RR

frame to S1 and Sl resumes normal transmission of information frames.

HOLe provides four techniques for the recovery of I frames which were

corrupted by bit errors and di scarded at the desti nat ion. Whil e it is

doubtful that any system would employ all of the available error recovery

. schemes some subset of the four te~hniques would be selected depending

upon,.the application requirements. The technique which would most

certainly be employed by all applications is the time out mechanism. A

transmitting station starts its time. out counter as soon as it transmits

the f; rst I frame. The rece; pt of' an acknowledgment for some of the I

frames restarts the counter and the counter stops when 911 frames are

acknowledged. The counter will then restart up~n,transmission of a new I

frame. Should the counter time out, the source retransmits all unacknow

1edged I frames.

The second technique employs the supervisory frame II reject li (REJ)

sometimes~alled the unselective reject. When a destination receives an

out-of-sequence frame (expects X, gets X+1) it realizes that the expected I

frame was corrupted on the link and lost. The destination returns a

II reject II frame containing its expected seque'nce number [N(R)] to the source

of the I frames. It will then discard all I frames until it gets the

expected frame. When the source station gets the REJ, it accepts the

acknowledgment for all I frames up to N(R) - 1 and retransmits all

information frames from N(R).

'J
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The frame reject procedure can be made mor$! efficient in terllls of

minimizing retransmissions by using the se.l.ectiv~ reject technique. In

this approach, a destination that expects frame X but gets X+l accepts X+l

and all subsequent I frames. It then issues a !'selective reject ll (SREJ)

frame to the source with N(R) equal to X.' After receiving the SREJ frame,

the source retransmits only the I frame of sequence number X.

The fi nal HOLC error recovery technique is PQJ 1Ifi nal" .bi t check
" '"\ i

pointing. This procedure allows a source station to~ inquire as to which of
'-
\ .

its I frames have been successfully received. The sending station sets the
' .•1

poll bit in a command (e.g. an information frame) and transmits the command

to the destination. The receiving station must reply as soon as possible
".

, t

using an I or supervisory frame with the final bit set. This response
,

contai ns the expected sequence number t N'(R), which wi 11 'acknowledge all

correctly received frames from the sender. The sourc~ station examines the

response and if all of its transmitted frames are not acknowledged, the

source begins retransmission from I fr-ame numberN(R).

Fi gure 15 provi des an example of HOLC ,and its error recovery
,

mechanisms employed for a large data file/transfer. This ,illustrates a

possible host to host exchange on the' experimental mesh network. To

achi eve the maxi mum throughput for t~e' data trans fer, the sendi n9 stat ion

(STl) ITllst continually'transmit consecutive I frames' without interruption.

If the receiving station (5T2) fails to return ,an ack'nowledgment for at

least some of the I frames before the HOLC, window size is reached, STlwi1l

~ease transmittj:flQ and wait for the acknowledgement. In figure 15a,

acknowledgments arrive at the sending station before the transmission of
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every 7th I frame is complete; therefore, there are no "gaps"in the

transmitted data stream. Of course, this example assumes that the- receiver

has no difficulty accommodating the rate of arrival of the 1 frames. In

addition, all information and supervisory frames are considered to be

error-free.

Figure 15b illustrates the recovery mechanism for the situation. where

an I frame is corrupted on the communications channel. Station 2 detects a

bit error in II and immediately discards that information frame. When 12

arrives at ST2, it is recognized as an out-of-sequence frame (ST2 expected

II but received 12). The receiving station accepts subsequent frames but

sends a "selective reject" to STI which identifies the missing frame. The

sending station retransmits 11 as soon as possible after receiving the SREJ

frame. Supervi sory frames can al so be corrupted by bit errors. In fi gure

ISc, ST2 returns a "recei ve ready" acknowledgment to ST1 which becomes

corrupted on the connecting link. ST1 will discard the RR frame, cease

transmitting since the HOLC window size has been reached and eventually

time out waiting for an acknowledgment. After timing out, STI resends the

last transmitted I frame, 16, with the poll bit set to alII. Upon receipt·

of this poll command, the receiving station sends another "receive ready"

frame, with the final bit set~ which acknowledges all 1 frames transmitted

by ST!. The sending station can then resume normal data transmission.

The high data rate imposed by real-time, video data transfers are

1i kely to prohi bit the use of HOLC error recovery schemes for that cl ass of

network communications. The overhead associated with frame retransmissions

is excessive for this application. In fact, the mere acquisition of
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continuous data frames by the receiving node at 100 m~gabits per ~econd and

thei r transfer to the attached host represents a si gnifi cant techno1ogi cal

challenge. Fortunately, it is not necessary for large video files to be

totally error free to convey significant information when viewed on a

display. Therefore. a node receiving video data on the network might

simply keep track of the number of corrupted frames in the transmission and

take corrective action (e.g. path reconfiguration) if the number of errors

e~ceeds some predetermined threshold.

Examples of an interactive, full duplex data exchange between network

hosts are presented in fi gure 16. The i nformat ion frames carry acknowl edg

ments (N(R)) for I frames traveling in the opposite direction and the.

selective reject mechanism is once again used to recover corrupted I

frames. In figure 16a, the second I frame sent from station 1 to station 2

(11) is corrupted on the link. This is detected by ST2 after it receives

the out of sequence frame 12. ST2 returns a SREJ with N(R) equal to 1 to

request a retransmission of 11 from ST1. The I frame transmitted by ST2

after it receives the retransmission (14) will contain an acknowledgment

for all outstanding I frames from ST1.

In figure 16b, the SREJ sent by ST2 to recover 11 is also corrupted.

Station 1 will cease transmitting after it has sent the maximum number of

unacknowledged frames (HOLe Window = 7). After timing out, ST1 resends the

l~st transmitted I frame, 17, with the poll bit set. ST2 responds with a

retransmission of the SREJ which prompts station 1 to resend 11. After

recei vi ng 110 ST2 can provi de an up-to-date acknowl edgment . to ST1 in a

subsequent I frame (12'). The two stations can then resume their normal

prime data exchange.
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The'host to host protocol must also address the transfer of data

between the host and its support node. The host/rode interface f~r the

experimental network will con~ist of short, parallel lines for high
,>

throughput data trMsfers. Additional lines will be.,required to convey

control information. A typical control exchange between the host and node

for a data word transfer might be, "Prepare to Receive a Word"I"Word

Recei ved Correctly"I"Good." The procedure for "'ho'st/node ,communications

must also define a technique for detecting bit.errors in the delivered word

and for resending the word when errors are discovered. A simple error

detection algorithm (possibly a parity check) m~ be sufficient since the

probability of bit errors is reduced by the short length of the data path

and the reduced data rate per line achieved via parallelism. Finally, a

flow control method is required to allow the host or node to halt the data

transfers until it can "catch up" with the sender. ' The HOLC ~receiv~ not

ready" response can be employed for this purpose.
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Concluding Remarks

A hierarchy of protocols has been devised for an experimental mesh

network. This local area net will serve as a testbed for various network

experiments such as the evaluation of algorithms for fault tolerant

operation and integrated communications. Control information on the

network will be carried in dedicated, control packets. These packets will

be received and forwarded toward their destination by each intermediate

node between the source-destination node pair. All data, voice and video

communications will be supported by circuit switching, i.e. a physical

circuit will be constructed by the ·network nodes between two communicating

hosts prior to the start of a host to host data exchange. The rationale

for this design decision is based upon the high bandwidth requirement of

the real-time video transmissions. However, i~teractive or "bursty" data

communications are better suited to packet SWitching since it provides

improved channel utilization for that type of data. Therefore, techniques

are currently under investigation which would incorporate packet switching

into the experimental network for interactive data exchanges. Many of the

procedures described in this paper for control packets could also apply to

the delivery of data packets.

The rules which govern the flow of control and data through the

network are set forth inlayers 1, 2 and 3 of the five layered hierarchy of

protocols. In defining these protocols, particular ~mphasis was placed on

robust algorithms for error control and reliability. Ultimately, these

procedures ITlIstbe implemented within the mesh network to determine their



impact on network performance in terms of message delay and data

throughput.
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TABLE I

Protocol Functions

• Synchronization - Coordinate Sender and Receiver Prior to Data
Transfer

• Delimitation - Denote Start and End of Message

• Data Transparency - Permit Any Bit Sequence to be Included in Data

• Data Transfer

• Error Control

• Flow Control

-Support Controlled Data Transfer from Sender to
Receiver

- Insure Accurate. Reliable Data Delivery

- Compensate for Excessive Arrival Rate of Data at
Destination

..



TABLE II

Responsibilities of the Source to Destination Node Protocol

- Detect Bit Errors in the Delivered Packet

Retransmit Packets Which Were Corrupted on Their Journey to the
Destination

- Return Acknowledgments to Source Node for Good Transmissions

- Recover Lost Packets

- Detect Duplicate Packets

- Provide Flow Control at the Destination Node

31



TABLE III

HDLC Frames

Class Name Mnemonic

Information I

Supervisory

Receive Ready RR
Receive Not Ready RNR
Reject REJ
Selective Reject SREJ

Unnumbered

Set Normal Response Mode SNRM
Set Asynchronous Response Mode SARM
Set Asynchronous Sal ance Mode SABM
Set Initialization Mode SIM
Request Initialization Mode RIM
Oi sconnect DISC
Unnumbered Poll UP
Reset RSET
Unnumbered Information VI
Exchange Identification XID
Unnumbered Acknowledgment VA
Di sconnect Mode DM
Request Disconnect RD
Frame Reject FRMR
Test TEST

32
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A)

B)

..

FIGURE 7. NODE TO NODE EXCHANGE. A) ONE LOGICAL CHANNEL.
NXMUST RECEIVE 4N ACKNOWLEDGMENT FOR EACH
PACKET BEFORE SENDING THE NEXT PACKET.
B) THREE LOGICAL; CHANNELS.' NX CAN SEND THREE
CONSECUTIVE PACKETS BEFORE RECEIVING
ACKNOWLEDGMENTS •
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FIGURE 12. HDLC CONTROL FIELD
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